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Today’s
key object!!



Atom (~10-10m)

Nucleus

(~10-14m)

Electron: negatively charged―

Proton: positively charged

Neutron: electrically neutral

＋

The size of an atomic nucleus

※An atom is a really small object..

An ant ~ 1/1000 of a human

→ A pollen ~ 1/100 of an ant

→ A protein ~ 1/1000 of a pollen

→ An atom ~ 1/100 of a protein!!

m m×10±4
Size of an atom Size of an atomic nucleus

An atomic nucleus is even more smaller!!



A famous example (in Japan) is
“a pinball located at a baseball field”

~200m

~1cm



Around your university…

Guys at the university

~170cm
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Around your university…
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~13,000km

~1.3km

Size of a university campus
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Nuclear physics is ubiquitous:

It has highly transdisciplinary character,

connecting different scales of physics in the Universe!



From quarks to atomic nuclei



Standard model of the elementary particles

Fermions
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1st gen. 2nd gen. 3rd gen.

up charm top

down strange bottom

electron muon tau

electron neutrino muon neutrino tau neutrino

Charge
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Gauge bosons

Gluons

Photons

W±, Z0 bosons

Strong force

EM force

Weak force

Higgs boson

✓ Elementary particles: fundamental particles without structure

✓ Four forces: strong, weak, electromagnetic, and gravitational forces

✓ Particle physics explores an ultimate theory of the Universe



Quark Gluon Plasma (QGP)

Density

Temperature

Hadrons

Atomic 

Nuclei

Left figure: https://www.bnl.gov/newsroom/news.php?a=24281

The QCD phase diagram

Early universe

Neutron Stars

From quarks to hadrons

u

u d

Proton

d

u d

Neutron

Baryons

➢ A nucleon (proton or neutron) 

is a baryon.

Mesons

du

E.g.

E.g. Pion (π+)

✓ Hadrons: composite particles of quarks

✓ Exploring the evolution of the 

Universe through high-energy 

nuclear experiments

✓ Quark matter in NS core?

→ color superconductivity



Not this “high energy” !!

Animation: Brookhaven National Laboratory (http://www.bnl.gov/rhic/); https://youtu.be/Vyq_AYWctSo

http://www.bnl.gov/rhic/
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u d

Proton
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u d

Neutron

Nucleons

In “low-energy” nuclear physics,

we treat neutrons and protons as building blocks

What we study is:

A quantum many-body problem of fermions interacting through the nuclear force

 complex state dependence

 spin-orbit interaction

 tensor interaction

 ...

Repulsive core

Short-range attraction



Voyage towards the limit of existence



The continent of stability has been well explored..

The Great Wall of China by Stacy Funderburke @shutterstock

https://www.shutterstock.com/image-photo/great-wall-china-82945360


“Flat Earth” by iStock; “Fanciful view of ship sailing over edge of Earth” by Georgia Studies Images

Now we are sailing towards the edge of the nuclear landscape..

 drip lines

 shell structure

 deformation

 skin, halo

 nuclear matter properties

 nucleosynthesis

 ...

Stable nuclei:  288

Experiment:  ~3300

Theory:  ~7000-10000

https://www.istockphoto.com/au
https://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/gastudiesimages/Ship%20Sailing%20Over%20Edge%20of%20Earth.htm


Neutron number
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Z=114

M. Thoennessen, Rep. Prog. Phys. 76, 056301 (2013)

N, Z

A map of nuclides:  Nuclear chart

Stable nuclei:  288

Experimentally produced:  ~3300

Theoretical prediction:  7000 or more



Synthesis of “Superheavy Elements”

→ also relevant to chemistry

At the frontiers in nuclear physics I:



CupperTin Gold!?

Alchemy “works” at a nuclear level!!

Proton number: 29

29Cu

Proton number: 50

50Sn

Collide!

Merger!

（Nuclear fusion）

Proton number: 79

79Au

How?

For instance,



Nucleosynthesis at accelerator facilities

RI Beam Factory (RIBF) @RIKEN

Collide! Fusion!

Superconducting Ring Cyclotron (SRC)

The world-leading factory 
of unstable nuclei!



The Periodic Table

The periodic table is growing!

Nh Mc Ts Og

113:  Nh  (Nihonium)

115:  Ms (Moscovium)

117:  Ts  (Tennessine)

118:  Og (Oganesson)

November 2016

Four new elements were added,

completing the seventh row!!

Synthesis of “superheavy element” is the most challenging subject in nuclear physics



Nihonium is the only one 

discovered by Asian country:

The element 113

Nov. 30, 2016:  Name confirmed

June 8, 2016:  Name announced

Dec. 31, 2015:  Naming rights given



2019 was the 150th anniversary of

the Periodic Table!

Dec. 5, 2019@Tokyo Prince Hotel





fission fission

The 3rd event!The 1st event! The 2nd event!

Sep. 2003

expt. started

Both Db and Lr decayed 

via an alpha emission

→ consistent with known fact1/3 → fission

2/3 → α-decay

~100 days irradiation ~360 days irradiation~100 days irradiation

~ 2.4×1012

nuclei per second

Collide! Fusion!Bismuth Zinc

Atomic No. 30Atomic No. 83 Atomic No. 113

Nihonium

A long way to synthesize 

Nihonium

July 23, 2004 April 2, 2005 Aug. 12, 2012

Not confident enough as 

Bh → Db α-decay was 

measured only once in 

the past



Cold fusion
Hot fusion

Neutron capture

We do need theoretical predictions!

Z = 119, 120, ...

Light-ion induced

The north-east part of the nuclear map



The next is: 119 or 120

51V+248Cm → 119?

TDDFT simulation for SHE synthesis

on a supercomputer

Collaborative works are in progress with Kyoto U., Kindai U., and Kyushu U.

cf. K.S. and K. Hagino, Phys. Rev. C 99, 051602(R) (2019)



Let’s take a short break.

Size of an atomic nucleus～
only a hundredth of a billionth of 1 mm!! (10-14 m)

The world of “quantum mechanics”

where physics can be quite different our experience!

➢ There are a lot of wonders in the microscopic scale!

Atom (~10-10m)

Nucleus

(~10-14m)＝
m



Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ①

According to our common sense…

Wall Wall

the ball must go through one of the gaps

to reach the catcher mitt

“Pitcher-batter duality”

of Shohei Ohtani



In the microscopic world…

Figures were taken from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-slit_experiment

Cf. Interference of water waves

Electron gun

Electron

Double slit

Interference pattern
Particle’s probability distribution obeys a wave equation

Interference between two cases where 

an electron pass through the slit A and B!

Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ①

Screen

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Double-slit_experiment


Thrilling acceleration

→ Exciting!! XD

Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ②



With a small probability though, it penetrates through the other side!?

It cannot go higher.

Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ②

What if the 2nd bump is much

higher than the 1st one?



“Tunnelling effect”

With a small probability though, it penetrates through the other side!?

Particle’s probability distribution

obeys a wave equation

Part of the wave penetrates the barrier!

Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ②



Let’s return to the main subject



Physics of “Neutron Stars”

→ also relevant to:

condensed matter physics, solid-state physics,

as well as astrophysics

At the frontiers in nuclear physics II:



“Flat Earth” by iStock; “Star Wars Spaceship” by Valérian Pierret @Artstation

Now we are sailing towards the edge of the nuclear landscape..

Let’s leave the planet 

of finite nuclei!

https://www.istockphoto.com/au
https://www.artstation.com/artwork/e0m4eJ


“3d hyperspace background with warp tunnel effect Free Photo” @freepik

From nuclei to neutron stars

https://www.freepik.com/free-photo/3d-hyperspace-background-with-warp-tunnel-effect_8879794.htm


Stars shine due to nuclear fusion reactions

The Sun

・Radius: ~7×108m (~109 times bigger than Earth)

・Mass: ~2×1030kg  (~330 thousands times heavier than Earth)

・Central temp.: ~10 million ℃

・Surface temp.: ~5000 ℃

Picture: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sun



Proton-proton (p-p) chain

1H 1H

1H2H

3He

1H 1H

4He

1H

1H 1H

2H

3He

e+ e+
νe νe

Proton

Neutron

Positron

Energy source of the Sun:  Nuclear fusion
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Before After＞

Lighter than before!

What happened:

Four protons became a helium nucleus!

Energy source of the Sun:  Nuclear fusion



Energy source of the Sun:  Nuclear fusion

Proton-proton (p-p) chain

1H 1H

1H2H

3He

1H 1H

4He

1H

1H 1H

2H

3He

e+ e+
νe νe

Proton

Neutron

Positron

Before After＞

Lighter than before!

What happened:

Four protons became a helium nucleus!

Equivalence between mass and energy

Albert Einstein (1879-1955)

E:  Energy

m:  Mass

c:  Speed of light

This reaction generates energy

(exothermic)

Quantum tunneling allows for 

overcoming the Coulomb barrier!



Interstellar gas

Protostar

Star

p-p chain

Planetary nebula

White dwarf

The size is like Earth,

but with the solar mass

※The Sun will be a WD

after 5 billion years

Red giant

when fusion

stopped

Life cycle of a light star

Picture: https://www.astroarts.co.jp/products/stlnav7/spec/plane_list-j.shtml
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Mass number (= protons + neutrons)
LargeSmall

Heavy nuclei

→ gain energy by nuclear fission

56Fe

Most stable

Stability of Nuclei

Light nuclei

→ gain energy by nuclear fusion

Lighter
after fission

Energy

energy source of nuclear plants

Lighter
after fusion

energy source of shining stars

Energy



He

H

Red giant

The size is like Earth,

but with the solar mass

※The Sun will be a WD

after 5 billion years

Planetary nebula

White dwarf
Interstellar gas

Protostar

Life cycle of a massive star

Star

p-p chain

Red supergiant

Picture: https://www.astroarts.co.jp/products/stlnav7/spec/plane_list-j.shtml



He

H

C, O
O, Ne, Mg

Si

Fe

“Onion structure”

Nuclear reactions:
1H → 4He → 12C → 16O → 20Ne → 24Mg → 28Si → ... → 56Fe

The fate of a massive star

The Crab Nebula

Remnant of the SN in 1054

After forming the iron core…

→ no more fuel

→ gravitational collapse

→ supernova explosion

Picture: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crab_Nebula



Picture: https://www.astroarts.co.jp/products/stlnav7/spec/plane_list-j.shtml

Life cycle of a star

He

H

p-p chain

The size is like Earth,

but with the solar mass

※The Sun will be a WD

after 5 billion years

Red giant

Red supergiant

Planetary nebula

White dwarf
Interstellar gas

Star

Protostar

Supernova

SN remnant Black hole

Neutron star



Picture: https://www.astroarts.co.jp/products/stlnav7/spec/plane_list-j.shtml

Life cycle of a star

He

H

p-p chain

The size is like Earth,

but with the solar mass

※The Sun will be a WD

after 5 billion years

Red giant

Red supergiant

Planetary nebula

White dwarf
Interstellar gas

Star

Protostar

Supernova

SN remnant Black hole

Neutron star

An ultra-heavy, super-N-rich “nucleus”
→ Paradise for nuclear physicists! :D



A microscopic particle can be classified as a “Fermion” or a “Boson.”

Fermions:

One seat (state) for one

Bosons:

One state for many

Fermions cannot 

possess the same state!

➢ Neutron stars and white dwarfs are sustained by 

this quantum mechanical pressure!!
(Electrons, neutrons and protons are Fermions.)

Degenerate

pressure

Superfluidity/superconductivity arise

as a macroscopic quantum phenomenon!

Wonders in “Quantum Mechanics” ③



Uniform nuclear matter:
n, p, e-, μ-

Inner crust Nuclei, electrons,

“dripped” neutrons

0.5-0.8 km ρdrip ≤ ρ ≤ 0.6ρ0

Neutron star is a great playground for nuclear physicists

Quark matter?

Hyperons? 

Meson condensates? Outer/inner core

9-12 km 0.6ρ0 < ρ ≤ 3-5ρ0

Outer crust Nuclei (Fe), electrons

0.3-0.6 km ρ < ρdrip

ρdrip~ 0.0014ρ0 ;  Above ρdrip unbound neutrons exist outside nuclei

ρ0=2.8x1014 g/cm3=0.16 fm-3 ;  Nuclear saturation density

Outer crust

Inner crust

Ocean
Hot plasma

~ 0.1 km

Ocean

Structure of a neutron star

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 
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Outer crust

Inner crust

Nuclei (Fe), electrons

Nuclei, electrons,

“dripped” neutrons

Uniform nuclear matter:
n, p, e-, μ-

Outer/inner core

0.3-0.6 km

0.5-0.8 km

9-12 km

ρ < ρdrip

ρdrip ≤ ρ ≤ 0.6ρ0

0.6ρ0 < ρ ≤ 3-5ρ0

Quark matter?

Hyperons? 

Meson condensates?

ρdrip~ 0.0014ρ0 ;  Above ρdrip unbound neutrons exist outside nuclei

ρ0=2.8x1014 g/cm3=0.16 fm-3 ;  Nuclear saturation density

Outer crust

Ocean
Hot plasma

~ 0.1 km

Ocean

Structure of a neutron star

“Nuclear Pasta” may exist!

Inner crust

Neutron star is a great playground for nuclear physicists

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



What is Nuclear Pasta?

Gnocchi Lasagna
Spaghetti

M. E. Caplan and C. J. Horowitz, Rev. Mod. Phys. 89, 041002 (2017)



What is Nuclear Pasta?

Gnocchi Lasagna
Spaghetti

M. E. Caplan and C. J. Horowitz, Rev. Mod. Phys. 89, 041002 (2017)

We have developed

a time-dependent band theory based on TDDFT

for nuclear dynamics in crystalline pasta phases

→ relevant to solid-state physics

K.S., S. Kobayashi, and M. Matsuo, arXiv:2112.14350.



It may affect interpretation of various phenomena, e.g.:

Neutron-star glitch Quasi-periodic oscillation



Seismology (地震学):  Studying inside of the Earth from earthquakes and their propagation

Picture taken from AusPass by Australian National University

http://auspass.edu.au/education.html


QPOs as “asteroseismology”

➢ Many (~30) observed QPO frequencies, 

and prediction by a Bayesian analysis, 

have been nicely explained by torsional 

oscillations of tube–bubble or sphere–

cylinder layer

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



Picture: https://astronomy.com/magazine/ask-astro/2017/12/stellar-magnets

Neutron-star 
“glitch”

https://astronomy.com/magazine/ask-astro/2017/12/stellar-magnets


Pulsar - a rotating neutron star

✓ First discovery in August 1967 → “Little Green Man” LGM-1 → PSR B1919+21

✓ Since then, more than 2650 pulsars have been observed

✓ It gradually spins down due to the EM radiation



What is the glitch?



Period (ms)

1970 1975 1980

Year

89.25

89.24

89.22

89.21

89.20

89.23

Time

Spin down

)

Typical example:  the Vela pulsar

➢ Irregularity has been observed from continuous monitoring of the pulsation period

✓ Glitch:  sudden increase of 

the rotational frequency

Spin up!



What happened?



Something must happen inside the neutron star!

✓ Vortex mediated glitch  [P.W. Anderson and N. Itoh, Nature 256, 25 (1975)]

➢ Dynamics of superfluid “quantized vortices” play a key role!

✓ “Starquake” model  [G. Baym et al., Nature 224, 872 (1969)]

oblate

Preferable 

shape

spin down

less oblate

✓ Sudden change of moment of inertia → Glitch?

It requires hundreds of years to have a next glitch..

!?



Quantum 
vortices

Picture:  N.P. Müller and G. Krstulovic, PRB102(2020)134513



In daily life, a vortex is continuous..



W. Ketterle, MIT Physics Annual. 2001

In superfluid, vortices are quantized!!



Direct visualization of quantized vortices

G.P. Bewley, D.P. Lathrop, and K.R. Sreenivasan, Nature 441, 588 (2006)

Hydrogen particles were trapped in the vortex core, then worked as a tracer

A movie from a talk by W. Guo (available from https://youtu.be/P2ckefSAN20) at

INT Program 19-1a “Quantum Turbulence: Cold Atoms, Heavy Ions, and Neutron Stars”

March 18 - April 19, 2019

https://youtu.be/P2ckefSAN20


Fig.4 in N. Chamel and P. Haensel, Living Rev. Relativity 11, 10 (2008)

A lattice of neutron-rich nuclei are immersed in a neutron superfluid

Pressure
ionization

Neutronization Neutron drip
Nuclear
pasta

(Outside) (Inside)

Quantum vortices can exist!

Structure of the inner crust

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



W. Ketterle, MIT Physics Annual. 2001

Rotation speed HighLow

Vortex-number density

In rotating superfluid, an array of quantum vortices is generated

 Observation in ultra-cold atomic gases

Quantum vortices in a neutron star

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



W. Ketterle, MIT Physics Annual. 2001

Rotation speed HighLow

Vortex-number density

In rotating superfluid, an array of quantum vortices is generated

 Observation in ultra-cold atomic gases

Quantum vortices in a neutron star

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



W. Ketterle, MIT Physics Annual. 2001

Rotation speed HighLow

Vortex-number density

Quantum vortices in a neutron star

There must be a huge number (~1018) of vortices inside a neutron star!!

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 
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Time

Glitch

mins to days

Post glitch relaxation

days to years

Superfluid neutrons
(decoupled from the crust)

cannot spin down if vortices 
are “pinned” to the crust

Solid crust
(strongly coupled to the 
core by magnetic field)

spins down

The vortex mediated glitch:  Naive picture

“Unpinning” occurs

Next glitch occurs
when sufficient lag

is accumulated



Recent progress:

inclusion of superfluidity/superconductivity

in (TD)DFT

We can now study dynamics of quantum vortices 

microscopically from nucleonic degrees of freedom!



➢ TDSLDA equations (formally equivalent to TDHFB or TD-BdG equations)

:  anomalous density

:  s.p. Hamiltonian

:  number density

:  current

Kohn-Sham scheme is extended for non-interacting quasiparticles

:  pairing field

TDSLDA:  TDDFT with local treatment of pairing

TDSLDA (Time-Dependent Superfluid Local Density Approximation)

A large number (104-106) of 3D coupled non-linear PDEs have to be solved!!

# of qp orbitals ~ # of grid points

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 
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*The number indicates the rank according to the TOP500 list (November 2021)

Piz Daint, CSCS, Switzerland (No. 20) TITAN, ORNL, USA TSUBAME3.0, Japan (No. 59)

Summit, ORNL, USA (No. 2)

GPU, 200 PFlops/s



Why GPUs?



CPU is like a very fast “sushi-production” machine

Pictures: Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun on Sep. 15, 2020 (https://newswitch.jp/p/23807);  Kyouzan Sushi (https://www.kyouzan.jp/menu/)

NOTE: the machine is an imaginary one

https://newswitch.jp/p/23807
https://www.kyouzan.jp/menu/


CPU is like a very fast “sushi-production” machine

Pictures: PAKUTAS; Nikkan Kogyo Shimbun on Sep. 15, 2020 (https://newswitch.jp/p/23807);  Kyouzan Sushi (https://www.kyouzan.jp/menu/)

The speed is out of reach by a human power :(

https://newswitch.jp/p/23807
https://www.kyouzan.jp/menu/


What if we gather manpower?

Picture:  4.7” iPhone 6 Production to Start Next Week, July 18, 2014 (https://www.iphonefaq.org/archives/973661)

https://www.iphonefaq.org/archives/973661


CPU GPU

✓ A single GPU can launch thousands of computing units in parallel

✓ Memory (~16 GB/GPU) and data transfer cost (GPU-CPU) limit the applicability

If a huge number of simple calculations are the bottleneck, and memory fits,

a GPU may surpass a CPU!



GPU

CPU

Data transfer

for cuFFT

Notice:  TDSLDA equation is “local” in space

✓ Each thread takes care of each spatial grid point.

✓ For spatial derivatives, we employ cuFFT which requires GPU-CPU data transfers.

➢ Orbitals are distributed to 

tens to thousands of GPUs



*The number indicates the rank according to the TOP500 list (November 2021)

Piz Daint, CSCS, Switzerland (No. 20) TITAN, ORNL, USA TSUBAME3.0, Japan (No. 59)

Summit, ORNL, USA (No. 2)

GPU, 200 PFlops/s

MPI Comm.

FFT

Present computing capabilities:

✓ Full 3D (w/o symmetry restrictions)

✓ Volume as large as 1003 lattice points

✓ Evolution up to 106 time steps (as long as 10-19 sec)



Trigger mechanism

How are vortices unpinned?

Pinning mechanism

How are vortices pinned?

Glitch dynamics

How do vortices move?

To fully understand the glitches, we need to clarify:

We attacked this problem using

the state-of-the-art microscopic nuclear theory

and, of course,

details of NS matter..



Results of TDSLDA calculation:

Blue line:  vortex-core

Red dot:  c.m. of protons

v0: along x-axis

Force exerts on the nucleus

will be shown by a black arrow

or ?
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“Repulsive”!!

Results of TDSLDA calculation:

K. Sekizawa Wed., Mar. 30, 2022A Journey Through the Wonders of Physics with Atomic Nuclei 



Neutron-star merger, gravitational wave,

and nucleosynthesis

At the frontiers in nuclear physics III:



Fe is the most stable!

Well, then how were elements heavier than iron produced!?

but, we have learned a lot!

One of the unsolved problems in Physics

47Ag
79Au



Dawn of a new era of the multi-messenger astronomy



Gravitational waves and gamma rays were detected on Aug. 17, 2017

Neutron Star Merger!!

Relevant to gravitational waves, nucleosynthesis, as well as neutron stars



https://youtu.be/T44B9j3Vzxw

Simulation of r-process nucleosynthesis during a neutron-star merger

https://youtu.be/T44B9j3Vzxw


Summary



“Flat Earth” by iStock; “Fanciful view of ship sailing over edge of Earth” by Georgia Studies Images; “Star Wars Spaceship” by Valérian Pierret @Artstation

I hope you enjoyed our exciting adventure!

with a magic of DFT and TDDFT..

https://www.istockphoto.com/au
https://georgiainfo.galileo.usg.edu/gastudiesimages/Ship%20Sailing%20Over%20Edge%20of%20Earth.htm
https://www.artstation.com/artwork/e0m4eJ


The transdisciplinary character is

one of the fascinating points of Nuclear Physics

What I showed in my lectures are only a tiny part of the huge field! :)
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Nuclear physics is ubiquitous:

It has highly transdisciplinary character,

connecting different scales of physics in the Universe!



Message #1

for undergraduate course (BSc) students

All the subjects you learn (e.g., classical mechanics,

electromagnetism, analytical mechanics, thermodynamics,

statistical mechanics, quantum mechanics, etc.) are

indispensable to explore the wonderful world of physics

in the universe. It’s like equipment for climbing. When

completed, you’ll see the breathtaking beauty of the nature

that may change the rest of your life! :)

Study hard, be ambitious, and have fun!

Photo by Patrick Hendry on Unsplash

https://unsplash.com/@worldsbetweenlines?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText
https://unsplash.com/s/photos/climbing?utm_source=unsplash&utm_medium=referral&utm_content=creditCopyText


Message #2

for graduate course (MSc and PhD) students

Study what interests you the most. Dig it deeper and deeper.

It doesn’t matter what others say (of course it can be useful as an “opinion” though).

Try to reach the deepest ever achieved and find a way to dig in further. This is your

thesis work. It will form your “roots.” Then, a thick and high trunk, a wide

variety of branches, and abundant fruits of your research “tree” will grow up.

The experience to grow up the tree allows you to plant other trees as well.

Be confident, anything can be interesting!

©Christophe Kiciak, presented in 1x.com: https://1x.com/photo/60607

https://www.kiciak.fr/
https://1x.com/photo/60607
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